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26" Eden Body Measurements 
(using an altered 27" June Body Pattern) 

The measurements are for a firmly stuffed torso. 

For this particular dress pattern, use the folloving doll 
parts: 

Body Alterations: 

27" June Body Pattern 
(altered) 

24" Mandy Porcelain Arms 
24" Mandy Porco Straight Legs 

The cloth leg needs to be cut off approximately 1 - 1~". 
The leg seams viII need to be cut approximately 1/4" vider 
to accomodate the 24" Mandy leg. 

Body Measurements: 

Waist measurement is approximately 14" 

Arm measurement is 5" 

Upper leg measurement is 7 1/2" 

Sash: 

62" long x 4 1/4" vide 
(1/8" hem on ea. side vith lace sewn on each end) 

Example 
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26" EDEN Dress Page 2 

PATTERN D: Dress Front - cut 2, 1 is lining 

PATTERN E: Dress Back - cut 4, 2 are lining 

PATTERN F: Dress sleeve - cut 2 

PATTERN G: Bias strip for neckline, cut 1 

SEWING WITH FRENCH LACES: 

NOTE: There will be quite a bit of French Handsewing by 
Machine in this pattern. The laces added to the 
ruffles, skirt and dress front are sewn together with a 
zig-zag stitch. Practice with cheaper laces such as 
stretch lace hem binding used for hemming skirts, etc., or 
any lace you choose. Practice first before beginning on the 
French Laces. Adjust the width of the zig-zag stitch and 
the stitch length and loosen the tension a bit, and you will 
be able to butt these laces together and learn a new 
technique if you have never done this before. A good basic 
book to have is FRENCH HANDSEWING BY MACHINE II, by Martha 
Pullen. The illustrations make this technique a breeze. 

CONSTRUCTION OF DRESS AND LACE EDGING: 

STEP 1: USE FINE MACHINE EMBROIDERY THREAD TO SEW LACES 
TOGETHER. Cut 1 piece of Insertion Lace 36" long 
and 1 pieces of Edging Lace 36" long. Spray starch 

and iron these 3 pieces and do not stretch laces when 
ironing. Butt 1 piece of Edging Lace to the Insertion 
Lace. Set sewing machine to a narrow zig-zag stitch and a 
short length stitch and zig-zag over both laces in the 
stitching. Do not use a satin stitch length. The length 
should close the laces together gently and the laces lay 
flat. The zig-zag width should be just wide enough to catch 
the draw thread that are in French Laces. If you miss a 
spot, simply go back over the area with the zig-zag and 
correct the mistake. Do not remove the stitches. The 
repeat stitches will not show. Now zig-zag the other piece 
of Edging Lace to the two pieces you have just sewn. You 
now have the laces you need for the front of the dress and 
down both sleeves. Starch again and iron this piece of sewn 
lace flat. Set aside with the sleeves and dress top. 

STEP 2: Dress Skirt - Pattern C: Spray starch and iron 
this piece. Cut 1 piece of Edging Lace 56" long 
and spray starch and iron. Lay lace and skirt 

piece with right sides together, lace on top, with skirt 
piece extending about 1/8" to the right of the lace. Set 
zig-zag stitch width so the left swing of the needle just 
covers the edge of the lace and the right side of the needle 
just clears the skirt fabric. Loosen tension if necessary 
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STEP 2" (Can t . ) 

and roll and whip the lace and fabric together. Starch and 
iron the seam flat. Make sure the roll and whip seam does 
not show through the lace. Pin pattern piece to skirt and 
set aside. 

STEP 3: Collar Ruffle - Pattern A: Cut 1 piece of Edging 
Lace 56" long, and with right sides together, roll 
and whip lace and fabric the same way you did the 

Dress Skirt in STEP 2. On the other side of the ruffle, 
with right sides together, roll and whip 1 56" piece of 
Insertion Lace to raw edge of fabric. Starch and iron piece 
with the rolled edge towards the fabric. Iron and go back 
over the piece, right side up, and zig-zag again. Now, cut 
1 56" piece of Edging Lace and butt the two laces together 
and zig-zag, catching the draw threads into the 
stitch. Trim raw edges evenly and fold back 1/4", press and 
fold again about 1/4" and hand sew the ends to finish. Set 
aside with pattern piece attached. 

STEP 4: Skirt Ruffle - Pattern B: This ruffle is 
constructed in the same manner, with the same laces 
as the Collar Ruffle. Only the piece of fabric is 

trickier than the other ruffle since it is almost 3 yards 
long. Doing it this way, you have no side seams to worry 
with or match. Cut l pieces of edging lace 110" long and 1 
piece of Insertion Lace 110" long. Attach the Edging Lace 
to the fabric, the same way as the Collar Ruffle, turn 
fabric and attach the one piece of Insertion Lace to the 
other side of the fabric, then butt the Edging Lace to the 
Insertion Lace just like the method in STEP 3. Press and 
set aside with pattern piece attached. 

STEP 5: Dress - Pattern D & E: Take the front dress piece 
and with right side facing up, lay a piece of the 
sewn laces, STEP 1, directly down center front and 

sew with a medium length straight stitch, just inside the 
scallops of the Edging Lace, on both sides. Trim at the 
bottom edge of the dress front. Set aside. 

STEP 6: Sleeves - Pattern F: Lay sleeves right side up and 
lay piece of sewn lace directly in center of sleeve 
and sew just inside the scallops the same way as 

the dress front. Be sure both sleeves are right side up. 
The Dress Sleeves are fuller in the back than in front. 
Serge or zig-zag the raw hem edges. Fold sleeve hem on fold 
line for casings and Starch and iron. Sew in casings for 
elastic. Cut l pieces of Edging Lace 12" long and butt lace 
to fabric. Zig-zag, catching lace and fabric just like lace 
to lace. Set aside. 
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EDEN Dress 

CONSTRUCTION OF DRESS 

The laces have been sewn and the dress is ready to be sewn 
together. You do not have to changes thread now, but the 
finer thread you have been using is a bit fragile to be used 
to pull gathers. Also, if you are using a colored batiste 
you might prefer to use a matching thread color. In any 
case, now is the time to go to regular sewing thread and the 
needle size (11 is fine) should also be changed along with 
the tensions. 

STEP A: Sew in the gathering stitches in the Collar Ruffle, 
and the Skirt Ruffle and the waistline of the 
dress. Use a long machine stitch and stitch with 

right side up so that you can pull the bobbin threads for 
the gathers. Sew in first line of gathering stitches 1/8" 
from edge and the second line of gathering stitches 1/4" 
from first line of stitches, in the sleeve caps, and the ~op 
of the dress ski~t. Set aside. 

STEP B: Se·w two lines of gather in;: :;titches ~/4" apart or:. 
the Skirt Ru==le and the Collar Ruffle. "allow 
this rule. ~he top po~tion of the Skirt Ruffle 

fabric start the first line of stitching 1/4" cram the 
Edging Lace. The second line of stitching is l/4" away f:::-cm 
the f:rst ~lne of sti~ching. Do this to both ruffles. Sec 
aside for now. ~o net ~ather yet. 

STE? ':: ~ress ?atte:::-ns D & E: Sew shoulder seams 
C~ both ~i~~~~ and dress 9ieces. Press seams 
0p2n Or! botL :;:eces. Lay ri;Jht sides together:- C."d 

sew up both back sea~s ~sing 1/4" seam. Turn ~ight sides 
together and press. ?in raw edges of neckline all around 

1without stretching nec~line. C~t a 20" piece of Edging Lace 
and starch and iron lace. Run l ~ine of gathering stitches 
1/4" from straight edge of lace 2nd mark center of lace 
piece. Pull the draw t~read and the gathering thread at the 
same time and gather to fit neck edge. Pin as you go and 
gather from each end ~~ the center, distributing the gath2~s 
evenly around the nec~. When you reach the back edge of the 
the dress, turn under :/4" of the lace to hide the raw 
edges. Stitch these -.:::::;;2S by hand. Leave the last 3/4" of 
the lace flat so that there are no gathers to interfere ~itl1 
the fold over for the buttons or snaps. Take the bias s~~ip 
and mark the center. Pin all around the neck edge starting 
at the center and not stretching the bias strip. When the 
bias is pinned all ar~und and the pieces all lay flat, 
stitch l/~" ao,.,-ray :rom :.-art ed';JE iusi: inside the gathering 
stitch, all around neck edge. Back stitch at each end. 
Stretch the neck edge 3 bit by hand and cut 13ce and fabric 
to 1/8'! from stitchin; line. Stretch again and fold in ends 
of bias, tcimming all but 1/4" fcom the ends. Turn ends 
under and pIn the bias ~round nec% starting fr~m center. 
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STEP C: (Cont) 

The bias strip should be narrow leaving a delicate fabric 
edging around the neck. Turn under raw edge of bias strip 
on the inside of the neck and hand stitch around neckline. 

STEP D: Take the Collar Ruffle, mark the center, and 
pulling the gathering stitches from each end to the 
center, distribute the gathers evenly so that the 

Collar Ruffle can be attached to the front of the dress. 
Matching center of ruffle to center of lace front, pin 
ruffle to the dress with the lace edge of ruffle just ending 
at the waistline. In a gentle curve, pull gathers around 
the front of the dress and over the shoulders and around to 
the back, stopping 3/4" from the back. Make sure the ruffle 
lays flat and the gathers are even and the space on the 
shoulder seams is at least 1/2" away from raw edge of the 
armhole. You must have room to sew in the gathered 
sleeves. When ruffle is pinned to your satisfaction, 
machine stitch around the Collar Ruffle close to the first 
line of machine gathers, but not on top. Check the ruffle 
and make sure that it is centered and even, and the ruffle 
matches in the back. You can remove the gathering stitches 
if you wish, but small ribbon roses will fit inside these 
two lines of stitching very nicely. 

STEP E: Pull gathers in the sleeve tops and sew in 
sleeves. Be sure that fullest part of sleeve is in 
the back. Finish raw edges and run two rows of 

gathering stitches around the bottom of the dress top. Try 
dress on the doll and determine how much the top should be 
gathered up, remembering to keep gathers at the front and 
sides and not in the back where dress overlaps. 

STEP F: Take Dress Skirt and fold back edges 1/2" and 
press, fold again so that raw edge is at second 
fold, on each side. Sew this fold-over seam on the 

folded edge on both sides. Mark the skirt in half center 
front) and then in half again. Take Dress Ruffle and mark 
the same way. Pin the ruffle to the skirt at these marks 
and begin gathering from back edges to centers, distributing 
the gathers evenly all around. The lace of the skirt ruffle 
should be just at the top of the lace on the dress, so that 
there is no space between the edge of the lace on the Skirt 
Ruffle and the top of the lace on the Skirt Dress. Sew this 
ruffle to the dress skirt starting at one side and sewing 
around to the other side, just inside the line of gathers as 
the Collar Ruffle was sewn. 

STEP G: Take dress top and insert measured elastic into the 
sleeve casings. Anchor the elastic at each end and 
pin lace edges together. Sew from the lace to the 
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STEP G: (Cont.) 

/ bottom of the dress top on both sleeves. Sew two lines of 
, gathering stitches around waist of dress top. Fit dress top 

to doll, overlapping the back and pinning. The waist will 
be large, so pull the gathering threads, and evenly 
distribute the gathers around the waist until the waistline 
fit the doll. Keep gathers in front and on side but very 
little gathers in the center back, and none at the overlap. 

STEP H: Pull gathering threads on skirt and distribute 
evenly, leaving gathers 3/4" from back overlap and 
attach dress top. Pin around the waist and 

sew top to skirt. Make sure that skirt and dress top meet 
evenly in the back and back of the dress sides are all even 
from hem to neckline. If not perfectly even, you can take a 
slightly deeper seam at the center back waist on one side. 
This will not show since the waist area will be covered with 
either a wide satin sash or a sash made of the dress 
fabric. Fi~ish seams in the usual manner. 

Sew on butt~~ a~d bllttonholes or ~S2 snaps for closure. 
Dress is fi~ished except for a Wi82 sash of your choice. 

CONSTRUCTIOX OF SLIP 

If Vall wan~ the dress tc s~and au: 3nd be fuller, then c~t 
'-h--c-"i'~;-~-'--fr ';:'r~,--.,C"~};-- rj J'~-d' c'" L.~_e .-;;,-'-._p :::i."\._,-t:. _om a '!"a,Jr.l..L. ....:>'le.! ::",;::, D)_on 01.9-.,11 ). ,11.-
- ~ i C"':... -: ,..... ...., , ,..:::; r-, , !... h ;:0 n' _ . ...,;:::. ~ '.".' ':\l:o:.;,;.:f...l...... 'h-:::'-"_-'-: L-Op:::' __ om L-ne oroav.L..-.LOL..J.' ,A.le ___ '-- :JKl ... t., I:"Io.$,~{[i t,.2 

O~g2:!..jy. 

ST2? ~_:p Front and back - Pat~erns H & I: Sew shoulder 
S2ams on both lining and dress pieces. Press seams 
open on both pieces. La7 ~ront sides together and 

se~ up back seam, around the ~eck:i~e and down back seam. 
Be sure to backstitch at each end. Sew around the armholes 
and backsti~ch. Clip all around 2crved edges but not 
through the stitching. Reverse to right side by pulling the 
backs throu;h the front On both sides. Press well. At 
~nderarms. open seam and with right sides together sew the 
underarm seams. Slip now has no ~a~ seams except at 
waistline. 

STEP 2: Slip Skirt - Pattern J: Cut slip skirt from either 
the broadcloth or the organdy. Hem the back seams 
by folding fabric to wrong side 1/2" and then 1/2" 

again, with raw edge at second fold. Sew folds by hand or 
machine. ;un two lines of gathering stitches around waist 
of skirt. Pull gathers to fit waist. but only to one side 
of the slip top. Sew skirt to to~ and press. Turn raw edge 
of ~ining at waist and sew either by machine or by hand. 
Try slip O~ doll, pinning the ove~~ap evenly and then try 
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STEP 2: (Cont. ) 

dress over the slip. The slip waist should fall just below 
the dress waist. This eliminates too much bulk at the 
waist. Pin both slip and dress in back and check length of 
slip skirt. The slip does not show beneath the dress. 
Adjust to correct length and either put in a narrow hem Dr 
add a piece of Edging Lace. 

PANTALOONS 

The instructions are printed on the Pantaloons Pattern K. 

Most people prefer to make the dress first and then the slip 
and underwear. This pattern reflects this method. But it 
is a lot easier if the slip and underwear are made first, 
then waistline adjustments are a lot easier. Some people 
take deeper seams than others and bodies and dresses can 
differ from one seamstress to another. People also stuff 
differently. with some stuffing very firm and others 
stuffing very lightly. All this must be taken into 
consideration when making a dress from a pattern the first 
time. 

BelOW are some hints to help you with this pattern. 

INSERTION LACE 

Lace to fabric 

Fabric is 1/8" 
to right of the 
lace 

Zig-zag 
over ed_ 
of fabri 

draw 
threads 

EDGING LACE 

Zig-zag 
top
stitch 
so lace 
will la 
flat 

Mix designs of lace and insertion. It does not have to be 
all matching laces. Just keep in mind the width of the laces 
so that laces do not overpower the dress. Half inch to 3/4" 
laces are best for dolls up to 28" tall. 

26" EDEN 

FABRIC & NOTIONS 

Pattern Number 
Copyright 1993 

BATISTE: 3 yards. 44" fabric 
BROADCLOTH: 1 yard - Slip and bloomers 
INSERTION LACE: 5-1/2 yards 
EDGING LACE: 14 yards 
ELASTIC: 1-1/4 yards. 1/4" - Dress sleeves and bloomers 
BUTTONS or SNAPS: 6 
THREAD: Very fine machine embroidery thread for sewing 

laces. same color as lace 
MACHINE NEEDLE: Size 9 

NOTE: 1. All seams are 1/4" unless otherwise indicated 
2. Finish raw edges with zig-zag or serge 
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3 Unless you have 2 sewing machines. it will be 
necessary to change threads and needles on the 
sewing machine if your fabric is a color other 
than the laces used. 

4. All laces used in this pattern are from 
MARTHA PULLEN. INC. 518 Madison Street 
Huntsville. Alabama 35801 (205) 533-9586 

DRESS: Before cutting the fabric. have all pattern pieces 
ready. Prepare fabric by pulling a thread along raw edges 
of both ends of the 3 yard long fabric. This will make all 
your cuts perfectly even and much easier to attach the 
laces to the raw edge of the fabric. Cut off the raw edge 
of each end of the fabric. Lay fabric. right side up. on a 
table unfolded. Mark all cuts and drawn thread areas before 
cutting. Follow directions below. 

PATTERN A: Collar Ruffle: 2-1/4" x 43" on the Cross 
grain. Cut this piece and trim selvedg~ from 
each end. Pin pattern piece to fabric and set 
aside. 

PATTERN B: Skirt Ruffle: 3" x 3 yards on the lengthwise of 
fabric. Pull a thread along the selveage edge 
and trim Selvedge away. Measure in 3" and pull 

a thread. Cut this piece and pin pattern piece to fabric 
set aside. 

PATTERN C: Dress Skirt: 10 x 1-1/2 yards on the lengthwise 
of fabric. Measure and mark before cutting. 
Pull a thread on the 1-1/2 yard mark and cut the 

skirt. Make sure that the pulled thread does not go into 
the remainder of the fabric. Cut this piece and pin pattern 
piece to fabric and set aside. 

When all the above pattern pieces have been cut and set 
aside. fold the remainder of the fabric and cut out the 
remaining pattern pieces. 
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NECK 
BINDING 

1 

I Cu t 1 

Cut on 
Bias 

Lengthwise 

I) 1< F SSe: 1\ 1 1< 'I' ': II I 1 J 1< 

Cllt I 

4 Lengthwise of Fabric 

SKIRT RUFFLE GUIDE 

'3" X 3 yards 

Cut 1 

J 
SLIP SKIRT GUIDE 

9 '1 X /j')" 

Cut 1 

II)" X 1- 1/) yncds c 

B 
Lengthwise of Fabric • • 

B 

SKIRT 
~UFFLE 
r;UIDE 

3 ,. X 

J yds. 

COLLAR RUFFLE 
GUIDE 

2-1/4" x 43" 

Cut 1 

Pattern Layout 

Cut rest of dress 
from this remaining 
fabric. 

c 
Dress 
Skirt 

Guide 

10" X 
1-1/2 
yards 

Collar Ruffle 2-1/2" X 43" 

'Fllt qnl"nrrp oFF O~~h ~;"'O ~ 

Pull threads on each end and 
trim. ~ut 1/2" off one side 
selvege. 

A 
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EDEN 
Slip Front 

cut 2, 1 is lining 
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EDEN 
Slip Back 

Cut 4, 2 are lining 
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